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A friendly greeting. Hearing a favourite song. A warm bath. The
comfort of a cozy chair. Knowing there is someone to help if we
fall. The opportunity to learn something new. The changing colours
of a garden. These are the little things that bring big smiles and
remind us that life is worth living. These are the things donations to
the Eldercare Foundation make possible for local seniors in need.

BE WELL, BE SECURE, BE CONNECTED
& BE ENRICHED - EMBRACE AGING
In March 2020, the
Eldercare Foundation will
celebrate 15 years of its
annual Embrace Aging
Month, which highlights
interesting and fun seniorfocused events, activities and
resources across Vancouver
Island. Details of this year’s
Embrace Aging Month
offerings can be found by
clicking on the ‘events’ tab
at www.gvef.org Embrace
Aging offerings are free or at
a nominal cost so check it
out, explore the possibilities
and get conneted!

A few highlights of
opportunities for you to
explore during March 2020:
The 55+ Lifestyle Show
Join us at Saanich’s Pearkes
Recreation Centre on
Tuesday, March 10 from
9 am – 3 pm for Inspired
Magazine’s great event.
Over 125 exhibitors, special
presentations, entertainment
and prize draws, all focusing
on a vital life for seniors,
with an admission fee of
only $5. Drop by
Eldercare’s booth for more
information on Embrace
Aging sessions.

Be Well

Senior-Focused Sessions
Yakimovich Wellness
Centre (YWC) - Hillside
Ave, Victoria

optimizing sleep, and more.
All YWC sessions are free,
but pre-registration is
required as space is limited.

This year we will host over
20 sessions, covering a wide
range of interests.

Embrace Aging Through
the Arts & Community
Art Exhibition - Saanich

Are you thinking of
downsizing your home?
Come and learn some
strategies to help decrease
the stress of downsizing.

Be inspired! Come and meet
the talented artists from
Aberdeen Hospital on
March 18 from 1pm to 3pm
at the artist’s reception for
this annual Exhibition. The
Do you like to learn about
medical innovations? Dr. Ed show takes place at the Arts
Centre, Main Gallery in the
Ishiguro will tell you about
Cedar Hill Recreation
Cellular Senescence:
Centre, 3220 Cedar Hill Rd,
Promising Target for New
Victoria and runs from
Anti-Aging Drugs.
March 14 to April 2.
Are you a caregiver for a
Other Offerings Across
person with physical or
cognitive impairment? This Vancouver Island
is a role that can be very
From the Crystal Pool in
rewarding, but also taxing on Victoria to the SHOAL
the body and spirit. Join in
Centre in Sidney, activities
an exploration of the
and education sessions will
resources and supports
cover health, sports, crafts
available to maintain your
and even entertainment.
There are offerings across
own well-being.
Vancouver Island including
These are just a few
examples of sessions offered West Shore, Sooke, Duncan,
Nanaimo, Oceanside and
at YWC during March.
Sayward. Take advantage
Three’s also sessions on
of these free to low cost
finances, investments, legal
opportunities and enrich
questions, end of life
your life!
decisions, recreation,
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YOU’RE DOING WHAT?! AT YOUR AGE?!

~ Leah Tidey, Project Coordinator and Ph.D. Candidate Applied Theatre, UVic.
Talking about sex can be
awkward at any age. But
does it have to be? The
project You’re Doing What?!
At Your Age?! is taking a new
approach to talking about
sexuality across the life
course with older adults at
centre stage. Using a theatrebased approach to sexual
health, University of Victoria
doctoral researcher, Leah
Tidey, teamed up with the
Island Sexual Health Society
(ISHS) to bring a 55-minute
staged play reading to life
based on the self-identified
sexual health needs of older
adults across Victoria. The
project team consists of
sexual health educator
Jennifer Gibson from ISHS,
research assistants Alexandra
Haupt and Jordan Monks,
and community
collaborators who took to
the stage with aplomb.

intergenerational cast, the
play focuses on a
grandmother and granddaughter who are both
navigating the world of
sexual health at 65 and 16.

(l-r) cast members Janet Lawson,
Phyllis McGee, Penny Pitcher

Interspersed with vignettes
from the quirky and
charming hosts of the radio
show “The Love Doctor,”
characters call in to ask
advice on relationships, sex,
and even chlamydia. The
play emphasizes the
importance of communicating with sexual partners
and uses music, singing, and
Supported by Island Health’s
laughter to tackle even the
Community Wellness Grant,
toughest topics.
this project incorporated a
community-based approach An interactive workshop,
to offer a unique educational facilitated following the play,
opportunity for older adults encourages audience
to promote community
members to offer feedback,
wellness and shared laughter. re-play certain moments
Featuring a captivating
from the play that
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incorporated their ideas and
discuss the topic of older
adults’ sexual health in a safe
and supportive environment.
Now in the final phases of
this project, the project team
is creating a program
package for ISHS to offer
older adults that is derived
from the community itself.
The aim is to provide a
resource that more and more
older adults can access in
Victoria and that was
previously non-existent.
The next steps in promoting
sexual health and aging is
working with healthcare
providers and caregivers to
open a dialogue that is too
often ignored. In fact, the
project team is busy working
away on grant proposals to
continue their innovative
work in using theatre to
address a taboo topic. Keep
an eye out for future
performances and workshop
opportunities in Victoria!
Information on upcoming
performances will be posted
to the Island Sexual Health
Society's website at https://
www.islandsexualhealth.org/
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SENSORY WELLNESS
~ EMILY BECKER, RT & SHANNON ELLIS, OT
The only way humans can
receive information from the
environment is through the
sensory system (sensation).
The sensory system consists
of eight senses including
sight, sound, touch, taste,
smell, proprioception
(awareness of the position of
the body), vestibular
(awareness of body balance
and movement) and
interoception (sense of the
internal state of the body).
Each of the senses is fully
developed at the time of
birth but it is through
childhood development that
the sensory system integrates
and the senses begin working
together efficiently. When
the sensory system has fully
developed, the integration of
the senses is needed to:
• Concentrate
• Organize
• Have abstract thought and
reasoning
• Have confidence and
self-esteem
• Have self-control and
self-regulation
Without sufficient sensory
integration (inhibition or
filtering by the brain),
sensory impulses would
spread like wildfire

Be Well

throughout the nervous
system and nothing would
ever be accomplished - the
person would simply be
overwhelmed.

our system, we gain the
opportunity to consciously
choose how to respond to
whatever presents itself,
instead of reacting to it.

The ability to regulate or
modulate the sensory system
continues to develop
throughout life in order to
deal with sensory stimulation
in the environment and
within our bodies. We learn,
at different stages, how to
increase or decrease the
amount of stimulation we
pay attention to and adjust
the “volume” up or down.

Sensory wellness involves
integrating the practice of
mindfulness with sensory
regulation in order to
enhance health and wellbeing. Mindfulness also
strengthens awareness to
help individuals identify their
sensory likes and dislikes that
assist or interfere with
everyday life and
productivity. Sensory
wellness includes the ability
to consciously and
cognitively, as well as
automatically, regulate
emotions including fear and
relaxation, alertness and
attention. It includes
identifying grounding,
calming and alerting tools
that can be used to regulate
the sensory system in order
to nurture growth and
deepen self-trust.

Mindfulness involves setting
the intention to bring
awareness to the present
moment without judgement.
It can be practiced as a
formal meditation in a seated
position, lying down or
walking. Mindfulness can
also be practiced informally
by bringing awareness to the
senses during any experience
such as drinking coffee,
washing our hands or
listening to music. Practicing
mindfulness teaches us to
move out of automatic pilot
and into our sensory
experience. As we build
awareness and begin to
notice more subtle shifts in

Be Secure

Join Emily Becker and Shannon
Ellis at the Yakimovich Wellness
Centre on Wednesday, March 18,
6:30pm - 8:30pm to learn how to
tap into your individual sensory
system in order to promote overall
health and wellness.
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BE CONNECTED!
Hint: Many of the words are found in this issue.
For answers check www.gvef.org ‘News’ Tab - ‘Visit our Newsletter’ Page

Across
1. Unmoving
2. Modifying
6. Short
9. Astound
10.Way of acting
11. Electricity with the help
of running water
12. Create
14. Split
15. Beyond the pale
17. Joined together
18. Trip the light fantastic
20. Times of life
21. Confidence
(hyphendated word)

Be Well

23. Giver of gifts
24. Overhaul
27. Thankful
29. Reciprocal
31. Utopia
32. Desired elements added
33. Reticent
Down
1. Room
3. Undisclosed
4. Festivity
5. Pay attention to
7. Remedial treatment
8. Conversation

Be Secure

13. Cerebral
14. Assistance
16. Safe
17. Agreement
18. Title for some monks
19. Encircle
22. Healthy
23. Gift
25. Final
26. Distinctive Atmosphere
28. Leave a ______
30. Magic word?
31. Proved to be human
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SPECIAL THANKS TO SPECIAL PEOPLE...
The SAFE Lifeline
program is funded 100%
by donations to Eldercare
and delivered in partnership
with Philips Lifeline and
Island Health.

Devi Jawl Foundation for
their donation of $10,000,
and the Tony and Mignon
Fenton Trust for their gift
of $4,470. These three gifts
alone have made a huge
How would you feel if you difference in the lives of
more than 60 seniors in
went to visit an elderly
(L-R) Frank Bourree Maria Dominelli from
friend and found them lying need. Every donation to Sovereign Order of St John’s of Jerusalem Knights
Hospitaller - Victoria Commandery, Tom Arnold
on the floor and unable to this program can help
and Denese Alexander, Recreation Therapist
move? Worse yet, they may save a life.
have been there for many
Comfort Care Room,
hours. This is a reality
Fairfield Unit, Glengarry
faced by many people who
We are so thankful to the
live alone and a fear felt by
Sovereign Order of St
their families and friends.
John’s of Jerusalem Knights
Yes, there are wonderful
systems to prevent this but Just a few representatives of 100+Women Who Hospitaller – Victoria
Commandery, for their gift
many seniors simply can’t
Care, Victoria, present a gift of $30,000 to
Eldercare Board Members for the SAFE
of $4500 towards the
afford the service.
program. What a remarkable bunch!
creation and enhancement
Since we started this
The average cost per senior of a Comfort Care Room at
program in April 2016,
Glengarry Hospital’s
per year is $700. Today,
donations to Eldercare’s
although we are able to help Fairfield Unit. As end-ofSAFE program have
life approaches, most
enabled us to help 142 low- more people than ever, the residents and their families
wait list continues to grow.
income, at-risk seniors
prefer to have a private
Each year, 30-60% of
remain safely in their own
seniors suffer a fall, through space to visit, preferably in
homes. Individuals are
a room where family
accident or due to health
referred by Island Health
conditions that leave them members can stay overnight
Case Managers so those
with their loved one. This
with the greatest needs are dizzy, lightheaded or with
very special room allows a
served. We are so thankful poor eyesight. A simple fall family the space to laugh
can have devastating effects
for every donation to this
and cry together, to
on an older person and
program and in this issue,
reminisce and say goodbye.
we send very special thanks unfortunately, it often only We are so grateful for the
to 100+ Women Who Care takes a moment to change a donations that help build,
Victoria for their donation life! Fortunately, you can furnish and equip these
change a life for the
of $30,000, the Robert &
better with your donation. comforting rooms.
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~ DONATIONS MAKING A DIFFERENCE

A new bus for the clients of the West Shore
Adult Day Program! One down, one to go.

Clients of the West Shore
Adult Day Program are
riding in style and comfort,
thanks to an anonymous
donation of $100,000. This
incredible gift allowed us to
replace the old worn-out bus
with a brand new one and
has given us a good head
start on replacing the old
Mobile Adult Day Program
van. We need to raise
another $10,000 for a new
van and hope to have it on
the road before summer.
The Mobile ADP travels
from Sooke to Metchosin to
Cordova Bay each week and
their current van is in dire
need of replacement.

games, crafts, meals and
conversations to info
sessions on healthy living,
day programs provide a
wonderful service to older
adults while allowing their
family caregivers to have
some time for themselves
with the reassurance that
their loved one is busy,
engaged and safe.
Thrifty Foods has been a
committed supporter of
seniors in our community
and we were very fortunate
recently to receive a gift of
$10,000 to support special
meals and celebrations in
residential care and at the
Piercy Respite Hotel.

All donations to this
project are very much
appreciated.
Adult Day Programs are a
great resource for older
adults still living at home,
and for their families too.
Through activities ranging
from exercise programs,

Be Well

Bob H. and Abigale, Activity
Coordinator at the Piercy Respite Hotel,
start a batch of chocolate cranberry
oatmeal cookies.

Be Secure

Cooking together, or simply
sharing a meal, is one of
life’s simple but wonderful
pleasures.
Another one those simple
pleasures most of us take

for granted is taking a bath.
For older adults, it is just as
welcome, but often fraught
with anxiety. Donations to
the Eldercare Foundation
have purchased state-of-theart bathing systems that
make it safer and easier to
enter and exit the tub.
Things wear out, though,
and we were so thankful for
a $1,000 gift from the Lohn
Foundation that allowed us
to repair a bathing lift at
Priory Hospital. It is
working well now, (thank
you!) and we have turned
our attention to replacing an
older one that can no longer
be repaired. A new Alenti
lift will cost $14,000. It’s a
lot of money but it’ll be
used every day and will last
for several years. Thank
you for considering a
donation today.
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HELPING TO MAKE THE NEW SUMMIT ‘HOME’

As we go to print with this
newsletter, the new 320-bed
Summit long-term care
facility is nearing final
completion. This modern
new building will offer every
resident a private bedroom
that includes an ensuite
bathroom. The four floors
of The Summit will have a
total of 14 ‘houses’. Each
16-24 bed house will have a
dining room, activity room,
lounges and outdoor spaces.
There is a large central
courtyard as well as two
secure gardens and a therapy
gym too.

include therapy gym
equipment, visiting and
garden furnishings and
smaller items that bring the
comforts of home. We’re
also commited to provide
funding for therapy
programs (like music
therapy, yoga, art and
gardening), entertainment
and special celebrations.

facilities will move into the
new Summit at Quadra and
Hillside, which will present a
stressful and significant
challenge for many. Can you
join with Eldercare to help
residents feel at home in
their new rooms as quickly
as possible, and to enhance
their future care?

In addition to the bigger
items on our ‘wish list’,
Welcoming residents to
Eldercare is seeking support
their new home...
to help us purchase those
Moving homes can be
little personal gifts that say
challenging and stressful at
‘it’s nice to be home’:
the best of times, but for
 Colourful blankets for
seniors living in long-term
naps and chilly days on
care – especially those with
the patio
Providing the comforts of significant mental or physical
 Gripper socks that help
home...
challenges – moving to an
prevent slips and falls
While some furnishings and unfamiliar facility can be
when getting out of bed
the essential equipment will confusing and
 Stationary for writing to
be there on arrival, there are overwhelming. (Even when
family and friends
still many areas to furnish
the new facility offers
 Puzzle books for quiet
and a ‘wish list’ of home-like significant upgrades for
times
enhancements and
future care.)
Can you help? Contact
specialized equipment the
In late April 2020, residents
Eldercare at 250-370-5664
the Eldercare Foundation is of Oak Bay Lodge and Mt
or tom.arnold@viha.ca, or
committed to provide These Tolmie long-term care
donate at gvef.org

Be Well
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INTRODUCING TOM ARNOLD

ELDERCARE’S NEWEST TEAM MEMBER
already local resources are
struggling to ensure the quality
care and support this generation
deserves.

I’m also excited to get to know
you. Do you have a story of how
Eldercare has touched your life?
Did you have a family member
who received help from an
Eldercare, however, has a long
Eldercare supported program?
history of effective problemAre you a health care worker who
solving and success. Over the
saw the impact gifts to Eldercare
past decade, despite having only 2
made for those needing care? Or
As long as I can remember, I’ve full-time staff, the organization
do you have an interest in helping
been drawn to big challenges, and has helped roughly 6,000 local
to the people and groups working seniors each year, and its unique out with Eldercare’s fundraising
programs? Please contact me at
to overcome them. That’s why I combination of programs to
jumped at the chance to join the support seniors both at home and 250-370-5664 or email me at
tom.arnold@viha.ca. I’d love to
team at Eldercare, and to work
in long-term care have it wellwith families, donors, and health positioned to make a meaningful hear from you!
care staff to make a lasting
Editor’s note: Tom Arnold, formerly of
difference in the years ahead.
difference for local seniors.
Victoria Hospice and World Wildlife
I’m excited for the chance to help
The challenge, of course, is that Eldercare do even more, and to Fund, joined the Eldercare team in
Vancouver Island’s population is connect with others who want to October 2019 as our new Director of
Development – a part-time fundraising
aging rapidly. In Victoria alone, make a difference through a
the number of people aged 75+ philanthropic gift to help seniors. role that will help Eldercare raise more
funds to help seniors in need.
will triple in the next 20 years, and

UPCOMING EVENT
IT’S A GALA DANCE PARTY!

DATE: Friday, May 1, 2020
TIME: 7:00pm-11:00pm
VENUE: Beach House
Restaurant, Cordova Bay
TICKETS: $60/pp
Available at www.gvef.org
‘events’ tab or call 250-370-5664

famous McMorran’s dances that
crowded the maple plank
sprung dance floor of this
waterfront ballroom from the
1940s till the 1980s. Yes, this
amazing dance floor is still
there!

We’re bringing back the
moonlight and magic of the

Meet new friends while you sip
your welcome bubble, enjoy
delicious appys, shop our

Be Well
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fabulous silent auction and be
prepared for a few surprises
too. Learn some new dance
steps then dance the night away
to great vocals, hot horns and
terrific tunes with the
Chris
Millington
Band.
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ATTITUDES ARE CONTAGIOUS...
By Lori McLeod, Executive Director, Eldercare Foundation
By Lori McLeod, Executive Director

The journey of aging is
often fraught with
unexpected twists, turns,
and bumps in the road.
Maintaining a positive
attitude in the face of
adversity is not easy, but it
can help smooth the way.

“The Social Skills for Shy
Seniors” tip card Ruth and
When I first met “Ruth,”
her peers developed has
she had been widowed for 5
become a widely distributed
years; losing her husband
resource. As Ruth explains,
just a year after they retired
“The tips are a simple
to the West Coast. She had
reminder for those who
no close friends in the area
would like more friends in
but kept telling herself “I’m
their lives and are not quite
For older adults, a sense of
OK. I don’t need anyone
sure how to find them.”
belonging is closely related
else and I don’t need to get
to both social functioning
involved in anything. My
As children, making friends
and overall health. Some
workouts at the recreation
comes naturally but when
impacts of social isolation
we get older and more set in
centre are all I need.”
include disrupted sleep,
our ways, we can easily
But after suffering through a
elevated blood pressure, and
forget how to present
long, boring winter, Ruth
depression. Research shows
ourselves and be open to
began to think differently.
that social isolation or
new relationships.
She set out to look for some
loneliness has similar effects
worthwhile activities and
Following a visit with her
on health and well-being to
maybe gain some new
son, Ruth shared his
physical inactivity, obesity,
friends. Eldercare’s Seniors observations: “You seem
or smoking. Extreme loneliDialogue Project in Victoria different Mom; you look
ness increases a person’s
sounded right for her and
younger, healthier, and very
chances of premature death
she jumped at the chance to happy. What has changed
by 14 per cent.
for you?” Her answer, “The
be a participant.
Conversely, people with a
Seniors Dialogue Project has
Together with a diverse
strong sense of belonging
given me what I’ve been
group of her peers, Ruth
and social connectedness are
lacking: Connections,
contributed to the
more able to navigate their
friendships, and a place to
development of a series of
journey of aging by
share my humorous ways to
dialogue posters depicting
connecting with local
make things seem funny and
views, thoughts, and ideas
services and resources and
a way to hopefully help
of what creates “home.”
increasing their health
others to laugh and enjoy
Three key themes emerged
literacy. Social connectedtheir lives .”
and “How to Make
ness also leads to more
Connections” was chosen
Cont’d on page 11..
community interaction, and,
for their project.
that in turn, builds more

Be Well

resilient neighbourhoods.
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IS YOURS WORTH CATCHING?
Upon further reflection, she
added, “I needed some
activity to keep me aware
and alert and avoid being
lonely and bored anymore.
Learning from others,
broadening my feelings

toward others, meeting new
friends, and even some
younger people has made
me feel younger, too. I now
look forward to living each
day to the fullest. How lucky
can you get?”

I learned a lot from Ruth,
but most importantly, I
learned that attitudes are
contagious and a positive
attitude attracts positive
interactions. Try it!

Social Skills for Shy Seniors:
10 Simple Steps to Make New Friends
These 10 Simple Steps are for those who would like more friends in their lives and are not
quite sure how to find them.
Remember, you don’t have to do all these steps at once. Start with the easiest. Be gentle
with yourself and be proud of the fact that you are trying!
1. Look in the mirror. Are you clean, tidy, and looking happy? Remember to smile.
2. Make eye contact when you greet people. They will know you feel they are important
and worth your time.
3. Listen more than you talk. If you are nervous, you might tend to run on in your conversation. If people start to look bored, it’s time to be quiet and give someone else a
turn. Remember, a conversation is not a monologue.
4. Ask questions. “What do you think?” “How did you get involved?” Where are you
from?”
5. Enroll in a class. Learning something new will keep your brain young and make you a
more interesting person.

6. Volunteer for something somewhere . . . neighbourhood, residence, church, and so on.
7. Be considerate, respectful, and sincere to everyone.
8. Join a club. You will find people with similar interests.
9. Watch for others who might be feeling just as you are. Smile and say Hello.
10. Attend discussion groups. Even if you don’t say a word, people will come to recognize
you and be more likely to talk to you.

Be Well

Be Secure
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CAN YOU HELP?

YES, I CAN HELP!

Roughly 6,000 local seniors, both in longterm care and in the community, depend on
Eldercare to enhance their care and improve
their quality of life each year, but 100% of
our work is dependent on donations.
Your gift of:
 $60 will pay for one hour of Music
Therapy
 $120 can help buy adaptive clothing for
seniors who no longer have the strength
and mobility to put on ‘normal’ clothes
 $240 can help provide movement therapy
to help seniors maintain their strength and
independence
 $360 can help buy important equipment,
like special lift chairs that make it possible
for local seniors to receive regular baths

...And so much more! Please consider
making your donation today. Thank you!

Keep in Touch

@Eldercare_Fnd

1454 Hillside Avenue
Victoria, BC
V8T 2B7

Tom.Arnold@viha.ca

The Eldercare Foundation

